Random chromosome segregation in mouse intestinal epithelial stem cells.
The mammalian intestinal epithelium is endowed with a high cell turnover sustained by a few stem cells located in the bottoms of millions of crypts. Until recently, it was generally assumed that the extreme sensitivity to DNA damaging agents leading to cell death and the asymmetric mode of chromosome segregation of intestinal epithelial stem cells prevented the illicit survival of mutated stem cells and guarded against mistakes leading to aneuploidy and neoplastic transformation. Recent evidence points instead to a pool of mutipotent self-renewing stem cells capable of repairing DNA by homologous recombination significantly more efficiently than other crypt cells. Furthermore, the equilibrium between cell division and differentiation is achieved at the level of the cell population obeying to a random mode of chromosome segregation and a predominantly symmetric mode of cell division. This review summarizes the experimental findings on the mode of cell division adopted by intestinal epithelial stem cells.